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Happy Thanksgiving!

May your life be filled with good things to be thankful for, 

as ours are filled with thankfulness for you.

Happy Thanksgiving!

To our Members from the 

Holyoke Credit Union Staff and Board of Directors
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The Companion Deposit Account
A great rate & total liquidity!

Holyoke Credit Union understands that savings account rates are typically low.  This is the reason we
are now offering an account that offers a great rate combined with total liquidity.  We understand that
many members are reluctant to tie up all of their funds in fixed-term CDs and would prefer to keep part
of their money in easy-to-access cash.

The Companion Deposit Account – An account to accompany newly issued CDs that provides
savers the best in savings – HIGH YIELD and NO TIME COMMITMENT.

The Companion Deposit Account provides just these benefits.  You are able to have the best of both
worlds with some funds locked into a great paying CD and some funds available in a high paying
deposit account, of which the balance can be accessed at any time.

New Holyoke Credit Union CD account holders are eligible for our premium priced Companion
Deposit Account of equal or lesser size to your new CD.  This high-yield savings approach appeals to
all members because of its well-priced long-term nature.

This product combines the most attractive promotional features of CDs and savings:

Open and fund like a CD 
High yield like a CD 
Variable rate like a savings account 
Withdraw funds anytime, like a savings account

Similar to the Limited Edition Savings, this special deposit account does not allow additional deposits.

1.75% APY* -  Holyoke Credit Union not only offers outstanding CD rates, but is now offering a 1.75%
APY deposit account which can be opened in companion with your new CD.

Speak to a Member Service Representative to take advantage of this great opportunity!

*APY = Annual Percentage Yield.  The APY for the Companion Deposit Account is effective as of
September 4, 2018.  Rate is subject to change at any time.  Companion Deposit Account must be
opened and funded the same day as the associated time deposit (CD).  The minimum balance
required to open this account is $10.00.  No minimum balance required.  No monthly maintenance
service charge.  No transaction fees.  Interest will be compounded every day.  Interest will be credited
to your account every month.  Unlimited withdrawals in person.  Personal accounts only.  Your
savings federally insured to at least $250,000 and backed by the full faith and credit of the United
States Government through the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA); a U.S. Government
Agency.  
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TRIPLE Holiday Reward Points!
It’s a golden opportunity!

They’re almost here!  The holidays, of course! Get the most out of your holiday shopping by using your
Holyoke Credit Union VISA Platinum Rewards Credit Card.  

You will get TRIPLE POINTS on all retail purchases after the first $500 spent from November 19,
2018 to January 7, 2019.  

From Thanksgiving to New Years, take advantage of this great opportunity to earn points on your
retail purchases.  Rack up those points this holiday season and use them for travel, cash back, gift
cards or merchandise from the CURewards  online mall.  It’s a win-win!

Also, don’t forget that you always receive triple points on gas, double points on groceries and a single
point on everything else!  You also get Member Loyalty Rewards at HCU!

If you don’t already have an HCU Visa Platinum Rewards Card, apply today and spend $1,000 in the
first 3 months to receive 10,000 points just for getting our rewards card!

We not only want you to get the points, we encourage you to redeem them!  

FOR CUREWARDS PROGRAM QUESTIONS CALL (800) 637-7728  
OR VISIT WWW.CUREWARDS.COM.  



 It’s a golden opportunity! Apply today and start accumulating those points!
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Extra Steps to Secure Your Online Banking Profile
Tips to help safeguard you when banking online

Online banking is a modern-day service that provides convenience if you often find yourself on the go.
When banking online, you never have to worry about waiting in line or making it into a branch before
the close of business. You can simply pay bills and move money around using your home computer,
smartphone or other compatible device. This convenience can turn into a major hassle, however, if
you don’t properly safeguard your online banking profile.

Power up your password

The strength of your account
passwords, determined by the
number and uniqueness of
characters, can make all the
difference when it comes to an
identity thief or hacker accessing
your information. Although using
memorable dates like your birthday
or home address make it easier to
recall, those numbers will also be
easy for even strangers to figure
out. The Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) recommends
using a password with numbers,
lower- and upper-case letters and
special symbols like exclamation
and question marks. One method
for doing this would be to create a
password phrase that is unique and
easy for you to remember.

It’s also crucial to create different passwords for each account and app you use. If an email account
or online shopping login is compromised, and it shares the same password as your banking, identity
thieves will be able to access that information. The FDIC also advises regularly changing passwords
— usually about every 90 days or so — and never staying logged in to your online banking after you
have completed your transactions.

Bank with a trustworthy institution

You should have complete trust in the financial institution you work with, and part of that trust is built
by choosing an institution that invests in industry-sanctioned security protocols and policies.
NerdWallet writer Margarette Burnette suggests looking for a financial institution that requires
multifactor authentication when logging into your online banking profile.

Instead of logging in with just traditional username and password, multifactor authentication will
prompt you to provide one more piece of identifying information before granting access to your profile.
This better protects your account against hackers, and if your financial institution notifies you when
someone attempts to access your account unsuccessfully, you will be in a position to notify your bank
and change your password to keep yourself safe.

Dedicate a server

You probably use your smartphone, laptop or tablet for more than just banking. You have social media
accounts to update, email to check and games and streaming media to enjoy. All this online activity
opens you up to potential malware that can creep into your sensitive financial accounts. Instead of



using one device to do it all, the FDIC recommends keeping other tasks separate from banking by
dedicating a computer or device to handling online shopping and banking.

With a million things to get done in a day, you might be tempted to handle a bill or check your
accounts while you’re out and about, but Burnette warns against using public Wi-Fi for any sensitive
transactions. Instead, wait until you are on your private home network or ensure that you are using
your mobile device’s dedicated network.  

Using an app or banking online through your browser is a great convenience, but the potential
consequences should be understood and respected. By taking preemptive steps to secure your
information, you can access your money in peace and confidence on the go.
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Should You Pay Off Your Mortgage Before
Retirement?
Is it worth it to pay off your mortgage before retiring?

In the past, it was not uncommon for homeowners to buy a house around the age of 30 and have paid
it off in full by the age of 60,  hence the 30-year term for mortgages that has become the industry
standard. But the Federal Reserve Board has found that more than a third of today’s homeowners
aged 65-74 are still making mortgage payments even as they are facing down the inevitability of
retirement.

This fact poses a somewhat daunting question if you plan to retire but may do so with a balance left
on your mortgage: Should you cash in your investments to pay off your mortgage before retiring? The
answer can vary greatly depending on your situation, but considering a few questions honestly
beforehand can help you to make the correct decision.

How important is it to you to be
debt-free?

Peace of mind is a priceless asset,
and not having to worry about
lingering debt when you are living
on a fixed or limited income can
offer a valuable sense of
confidence. Tom Sightings, writing
for U.S. News & World Report,
likens paying off your mortgage
before retirement to making a
risk-free investment. Not only
because eliminating that debt
provides a sense of relief, but
because you are saving money
that would otherwise go to pay
interest over the remaining life of
the loan.

Depending on the amount you
have left on your mortgage and your interest rate, you could potentially save thousands in the long
run by paying off your debt early. This would theoretically help you to pay for other home-related
expenses down the line, including property tax, repairs and upgrades. If you have paid off a significant
portion of your principal, however, you may simply be better off saving your money and letting it
accrue interest while steadily paying down the remainder of your mortgage.

How do your retirement savings look?

If you are dissatisfied with the amount that you have saved for retirement, it makes no sense to pay off
a mortgage. Kiplinger Senior Editor Sandra Block writes that you should take full advantage of
building your retirement savings while you are able, suggesting that the tax-advantaged status of
these savings would be far more beneficial in the long run than paying off a large debt to save 
interest.

It may be a wise decision to forego some extra savings to pay off a higher-interest debt like a credit
card, but given that mortgages tend to carry lower rates of interest, you may be better putting that
money in a high-yield savings or money market account than wiping out your debt. Sightings writes
that “a mortgage is about the best loan you can have” because of its low interest rate.



It’s also worth noting that once you have paid off that debt, that money is gone. By saving that money
instead, you’ll have it available for potential emergency situations while accruing interest on the
principal that remains in your account.

Ultimately, the decision to pay off your mortgage early is not one that should be taken lightly or done
alone. Consult with your family on the decision and reach out to a trusted financial advisor for a
professional opinion on your options.
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Easy Ways to Save This Holiday Season
Money management tips to make your life easier!

2018 has absolutely flown by. Thanksgiving is just a few days away. It’s shocking, I know.

If the holiday season has crept up on you, then I bet you haven’t started your holiday shopping yet
(Hopefully you’ve bought your Thanksgiving turkey though). If you’re in need of a few extra bucks for
the holidays, here are a few easy ways to cut back for the rest of the year.

Only use cash: We’re living in the world of Amazon and Apple Pay, which makes spending money
easier than ever. If you’re not the cash-carrying type, just remember that it feels a lot more personal
every time you complete a transaction with cash. It’s enough to make you second guess your
spending habits.

Write it all down: Every single time you make a purchase, write it down. By physically jotting down
every dollar you spend, you’ll quickly realize just how much money you spend on things that don’t
really matter. Hopefully this can be a wake-up call to cut back on any frivolous spending.

Grab a quilt: Turning down your thermostat is a simple way to save a few bucks over the rest of the
year. I know it’s getting colder, but it’s an easy fix and it will save you a lot of money. Grab a blanket
and those wool socks and deal with it. Having a few extra bucks to spend will be satisfying when you
get ready to buy your niece that karaoke machine she’s been wanting.
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Financial Tips for Young Entrepreneurs
Start your new career off on the right foot

No matter how old you are, the entrepreneurship bug can bite you and give you the itch to start a
business. If you have been working for some time, you probably have some experience in the industry
you’re launching into and have spent time in the business world. However, if you’re younger, there is
more for you to learn. Here are some financial tips that will help you start off on the right foot.

Keep it separate

Almost every resource about
business finance declares loudly
and often that you need to keep
business and personal funds
separate. It’s easy to think that
you’ll make sure to track things and
know what money belongs to
whom, but when everything mixes
together it can be tempting to dip
into business funds for personal
use.

Besides that possibility, Dmitriy
Fomichenko of NerdWallet points
out that if the IRS comes calling for
an audit, you’ll need proof of
business expenses and income.
That is much easier when the
money isn’t in the same place. If
your business is a corporation, you’re actually required by law to maintain a separate account for your
business.

File your taxes

Speaking of the IRS, it’s imperative that you remember to pay your taxes. This might seem like an
obvious tip, but your taxes get more complicated when you own a company. Project Eve points out
that you might be so wrapped up in day-to-day operations that you forget about taxes, or you might
not have the right information to file correctly and meet quarterly deadlines. If you don’t have an
accountant for your business already, it’s important that you seek the advice of a tax professional now
to avoid penalties (or jail time) later.

Start a retirement plan

When you first start your business, more money will be going out than in. But when funds do start to
come back and you have enough to cut yourself a paycheck, Yoav Vilner of Entrepreneur says it’s
important to also start a retirement fund. If another company employed you, retirement plans would
probably be part of your intake paperwork and someone else would take care of it. When you’re
working on your own, that task falls to you. No matter how much you think you’ll love your business,
you will thank yourself in the future for saving now so you can ride off into the sunset later.

Get ready for emergencies

You probably insured your business when you opened up, but don’t forget about yourself. NerdWallet
points out that, as an entrepreneur, any serious illness of injury can put that source of income in
jeopardy. Make sure that you purchase disability insurance to cover you in case the worst should
happen. While you’re at it, consider buying business overhead expense insurance.   If you have to



take an extensive leave of absence and that temporarily closes your business, this policy will cover
certain business costs like rent, employee salaries or taxes until you’re back on your feet.

If you’re young, driven and ready to start a business, we wish you the best of luck. Just make sure to
look both ways before you make a major decision, and consider consulting a financial adviser.
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Decreasing Costs for Your Company
Control your company’s costs now and reap the benefits later

With a bit of thought and creativity, you can decrease costs for your business in ways that won’t
disrupt your goals or productivity. In fact, careful cost-cutting could even help your company operate
more efficiently and serve customers more effectively.

Carefully track your spending

The first step in decreasing costs
for your business is making sure
you know where all your money is
going. Whether you’re using
sophisticated budgeting software
or a simple spreadsheet, it’s
important to track every dollar your
business spends. Even small
amounts can add up over time.
Writing for the Houston Chronicle’s
website, attorney and accountant
Carter McBride recommends
categorizing the expenses you
record so they will be easier to
analyze.

Cut energy usage

You’ll always have to pay heating,
cooling and other energy costs for
your company, but many options
are available to help you reduce the burden of these bills. Financial writer Brian Martucci of Money
Crashers lists several places to start. These include installing smart or programmable thermostats in
the office, putting in double-pane windows and light-blocking curtains and carefully sealing points
where too much heat is escaping. It’s also important to make sure that you turn off unused computers,
lights and appliances during nonwork hours.

Pay less for equipment and services

Your company probably spends a great deal of money on necessary equipment and services, but
there are still plenty of ways to cut costs in this area. Alyssa Gregory, a financial writer for The
Balance, suggests purchasing refurbished equipment and furniture for your office when possible
instead of buying all-new items. According to Martucci, you should also review how much you’re
spending on regular services like data, bookkeeping and telecommunications. If you’re not getting
your money’s worth or if other providers can do the same job for less, it might be worthwhile to
renegotiate your current arrangements or switch to a new plan.

Use technology to save money

Thoughtfully incorporating technology into your business can help you save both money and time. In
an article for Mashable, financial writer Jolie O’Dell writes that instituting a paperless system is a good
way to cut costs. She also suggests using free or open-source software to replace more expensive
options that require hefty annual licensing fees. Cutting back on more expensive traditional marketing
methods and taking advantage of social media sites and online advertising is another good way save
money using technology.

Reduce employee turnover



If your business can’t hang on to qualified, productive employees, your bottom line will suffer.
Financial writer Michael Lewis points out in an article for Money Crashers that losing experienced
workers can hurt your quality and productivity. Recruiting, hiring and training new employees isn’t
cheap, either. Addressing employee turnover rates may not lead to immediate savings, but investing
in better compensation, benefits and working conditions can pay off in the long term and allow you to
retain the workers that contribute so much to the success of your business.

Keeping costs under control is a simple way to improve the profitability of your company, and to
ensure less disruption when business is slow. As you decrease your current spending, you’ll also be
laying the groundwork for future stability and success.
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Holiday Food and Clothing Drive at All HCU
Branches 
People Helping People! The Credit Union Motto!

Holyoke Credit Union is having a food and clothing drive this Holiday Season at each of our branches
and we are asking our employees and our members to help us make it a success.  

 

It seems that every year we hear story after story about the incredible need that is in our community
and this year is no different.  Providence Ministries recently put out the word that the shelves at
Margaret’s Pantry and St. Jude’s Clothing Center are almost bare.  

 

With your help, we can make a difference in Holyoke, Agawam, Feeding Hills and West Springfield!

From Monday, November 19, 2018 until Wednesday, December 19, 2018, HCU will be collecting the
following:

Non-perishable food items

Please no opened packages and no out-of-date items

Warm winter clothing – New or clean and gently used 

Coats, jackets, hats, gloves, mittens, scarves, socks, sweaters, etc.

All items donated in Holyoke will go the Providence Ministries, those donated in our
West Springfield and Feeding Hills Branches will go to The Parish Cupboard.  

Just drop off your donations at the nearest branch and we will see that they are
delivered!

And, as always, we thank you for your incredible generosity and desire to help!

It truly is all about People Helping People!
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5 Easy Ways to Stay Active During Your Work Day
How to incorporate activity into your day

These days, many Americans have jobs that require sitting for extended periods of time. Sitting for
prolonged periods, however, is linked to a higher risk of disease and premature death, according to
the American Cancer Society. If your job requires you to sit for hours, take these simple steps to stay
more active while at work.

Sit on an exercise ball

Most desk chairs encourage
slouching, which leads to bad
posture. Swapping your chair out
for an exercise ball can eliminate
this problem. According to
American Fitness Professionals
and Associates, sitting on an
exercise ball at work can help
alleviate back pain and promote a
stronger core, since you have to
actively work to keep yourself
balanced. If you have some down
time, you can also use the exercise
ball to perform basic core
exercises, such as crunches and
back extensions.

Use a sit/stand workstation

If your office will allow it, use a sit/stand workstation rather than a static desk. A 2015 study by the
British Journal of Sports Medicine recommended that workers stand for at least two hours of their
work day, extending that gradually to four hours. A sit/stand workstation makes it easier to meet that
goal.

Walk more

While sitting too much is bad for your health, so is standing still. The American Cancer Society
suggests looking for ways to incorporate more walking into your day. Rather than meeting in a
conference room, suggest a walking meeting. Use a bathroom or a printer that’s further away from
your desk than your usual one. Or, if your office is small, set an alarm on your phone to get up and
move every hour, even if it’s just to the coffee machine or water cooler.

Take the stairs

It can be tempting to jump on the elevator when you get to work in the morning, but taking the stairs is
healthier and typically doesn’t take much longer. Depending on how many flights of stairs you need to
climb to get to your desk, you might start off climbing a couple of flights and then take the elevator for
the rest of your journey. Over time, you can work up to taking all the stairs every day.

Take an active lunch

It can be hard to find time to exercise before or after work, so consider slotting your workout into your
lunch hour instead. Some offices have on-site gyms you can use, or you could join a gym close to
your work. If neither of these are options, use your lunch break to go for a walk outside. This will give
you a good mental break from your day as well as a physical break.

Staying active at work doesn’t have to be difficult, but it does require you to be more intentional and



create some new habits. Start with these suggestions and see if you can come up with some other
creative ideas that work for you.
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What to Do Instead of Shopping on Black Friday
Charitable alternatives to post-holiday consumerism

It’s quite common to spend the day after Thanksgiving taking part in a shopping frenzy. If you’re tired
of getting up early to fight the crowds and would rather avoid the stress of bargain hunting, try any of
the following activities.

Volunteer

The Thanksgiving holiday is about
being thankful for what you have in
your life. An easy way to spread
happiness after the feast is over is
to volunteer in your community.
Choose a cause you are
passionate about and do some
research to see what you can do to
help out. Whether it’s a local animal
shelter, a food bank or a senior
center, your generosity will be
much appreciated by many.

Spend time with loved ones

If you don’t get to see your family
that much throughout the year, the
holidays are a great opportunity to
catch up and spend some quality
time in each other’s company.
While many families are splitting up
at the local mall to find the best deals, get your family together for a board game day or make some
creative crafts instead.

Make cards for deployed military

Not all families can be together during the holidays. To honor our active duty military members and
their families, get your craft supplies out and make some greeting cards to show your appreciation for
their hard work and dedication. Operation Gratitude, the Red Cross and A Million Thanks are just a
few organizations that welcome donated cards. 

Clean out your closet

For a great way to combine helping yourself and helping others, donate clothing and additional items
you don’t need to your local Goodwill and similar organizations. Take some time to clean your closet
to rid it of unneeded items, then toss them in a bag and take them to a donation center. It’s best to
donate the items immediately, as many people can relate to being forgetful and having bags in the
trunk of their car for months.

Appreciate the outdoors

Burn some calories while enjoying the fresh air and autumnal foliage this Black Friday. Hike a new trail
with family or friends, or try your luck at geocaching. Bring a quality camera to document your
adventure and make a photo album afterward. You might even capture the perfect shot for your
family’s next holiday greeting card!

Make a time capsule



If you want to preserve some incredible memories from the past year, consider creating a time
capsule to store those precious items. Newspaper clippings, funny stories and photos are great places
to start if you’re unsure what to include. You’ll want to be sure you use a weather-proof box if you plan
on burying the capsule in your backyard to ensure nothing gets ruined over time.

Instead of stressing out about finding the best deals at 4 a.m., try any of these activities to truly enjoy
the holiday weekend.
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